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00:18:55 Ashley Heineman- RrSG Chair/GoDaddy: I feel like I just saw all of you! :-) 

00:19:06 Nathalie Peregrine - ICANN Org: Reacted to "I feel like I just s..." with 😂 

00:19:13 Jothan Frakes: second prize is more, ashley 🙂 

00:19:35 Everton T. Rodrigues (MPC/ccNSO): Reacted to "I feel like I just s..." with 😁 

00:19:40 Susie Johnson - ICANN Org: Welcome, Ram! 

00:20:39 Jonathan Zuck: Replying to "second prize is more..." 

"more Ashley" is always first prize! 

00:21:35 Jothan Frakes: Hopefully we all fit at the Radisson Blu 

00:21:46 Ken Renard: Reacted to "Hopefully we all f..." with 👍 

00:21:48 Mary Wong - ICANN Org: Noted, Ashley - thank you! 

00:23:24 Ashley Heineman- RrSG Chair/GoDaddy: I loved being offsite, FWIW.  And 
once I figure out the walking route.... that was a great option too. 

00:24:12 Alejandra Reynoso - ccNSO: It was a nice walk indeed (at the evening for me) :) 

00:24:51 Susie Johnson - ICANN Org: Welcome, Nico 

00:24:54 Thiago Dal-Toe (GAC-Colombia): Replying to "I loved being offsit..." 

I learned the walking route way too late into the week 

00:24:54 Mary Wong - ICANN Org: Noted as well, Sam - we are looking into all the 
catering and food options at/around the venue in Kigali. 

00:25:05 Ashley Heineman- RrSG Chair/GoDaddy: Replying to "I loved being offsit..." 

me too! 

00:25:17 Julf Helsingius (NCSG): add 👍 

00:25:45 Nico Caballero: Sorry for being late, got caught on a previous call about 
HLGM… 



00:25:56 Nico Caballero: Reacted to "Welcome, Nico" with 😊 

00:26:00 WANG Lang-GAC China: Reacted to "Sorry for being late..." with 👍 

00:26:08 Nico Caballero: Reacted to "Noted as well, Sam -…" with 👍 

00:26:15 David Olive - ICANN Org: Herve and Nico welcome 

00:26:24 Nico Caballero: Reacted to "Herve and Nico welco…" with 😊 

00:26:34 Samantha Demetriou: Reacted to "Noted as well, Sam -..." with ❤ 

00:26:50 Samantha Demetriou: Replying to "Noted as well, Sam -..." 

Thank you! 

00:28:12 David Olive - ICANN Org: Welcome JZ and John McE 

00:28:19 David Olive - ICANN Org: And Jothan 

00:28:28 Juan Manuel Rojas(NPOC): Thanks David.. hehehe 

00:28:39 Ashley Heineman- RrSG Chair/GoDaddy: Can't wait for Rwanda! 

00:29:01 Nico Caballero: Reacted to "Can't wait for Rwand…" with 💪 

00:29:19 David Olive - ICANN Org: Juan Manuel and Philippe and Ram, Thiago, and 
Wang Lang 

00:30:10 David Olive - ICANN Org: Also Zeina and Christine 

00:32:09 Thiago Dal-Toe (GAC-Colombia): Reacted to "Juan Manuel and Phil..." with 
👍 

00:32:19 Christine Arida - GAC Egypt: Reacted to "Also Zeina and Chris…" with 👍 

00:33:25 Ken Renard: When will contracted hotel reservations become available?  
ICANN 80 is coming up soon and we need to make arrangements ASAP. 

00:33:39 Alejandra Reynoso - ccNSO: I know it is not easy to have everyone close, but 
some look forward for the after office networking opportunities ;) 

00:33:53 Josh Baulch - ICANN Org: @Alejandra Reynoso - ccNSO  - Caribe was selected 
due to our deposits still being held from back after it was cancelled for use with 
the hurricane. . so we had to use it to get our deposits.  Back when it was 
originally contracted, the Hyatts and Aloft did not exist. 



00:34:08 Mary Wong - ICANN Org: Replying to "I know it is not eas..." 

Indeed, and we hope everyone will linger to mingle at the daily cocktail receptions! 

00:34:32 Alejandra Reynoso - ccNSO: Replying to "@Alejandra Reynoso -..." 

Understood! It is a lovely hotel :) 

00:34:42 Josh Baulch - ICANN Org: @Ken Renard  - we hope to have the hotel links 
posted later next week.  We are waiting on the hotels to finalize their links for 
our meetings. 

00:35:04 Hervé CLEMENT (ASO AC): Hi all, for information there won't be normally 
specific ASO AC working group session during ICANN 80 

00:35:05 Ken Renard: Reacted to "@Ken Renard  - we ..." with 👍 

00:35:13 Hervé CLEMENT (ASO AC): any specific 

00:35:15 Mary Wong - ICANN Org: Reacted to "Hi all, for informat..." with 👌 

00:35:28 David Olive - ICANN Org: ``Thank you Herve for letting us know. 

00:35:40 Hervé CLEMENT (ASO AC): your welcome David 

00:35:58 Julf Helsingius (NCSG): For those of us who are ICANN-paid travellers but 
need an extra day (paid out of our own pockets) to deal with jet lag, will we be 
able to get ICANN-negotiated hotel rates or are the hotels allowed to charge 
"special" raised prices? 

00:35:58 Nico Caballero: Reacted to "Hi all, for informat…" with 👍 

00:36:27 Mary Wong - ICANN Org: As Nathalie has noted, these two purple blocks are 
NOT un-conflicted. Any group can schedule around them as needed; they are 
just there to help with your planning. 

00:37:15 David Olive - ICANN Org: Philippe is next in the queue 

00:37:22 Juan Manuel Rojas(NPOC): Catering break will be available all day long or just 
only during Break times, as it was on PR? 

00:38:00 Nico Caballero: +1 Alejandra, block schedule looks good, just like in DC last 
June 2023 

00:38:09 Nathalie Peregrine - ICANN Org: Thank you, Nico 

00:38:11 David Olive - ICANN Org: Thank you Nico 



00:39:16 Ken Renard: There was a rumor about a Chairing Skills session at Kigali.  If that 
happens, would it be on day 0?  Day -1? 

00:39:39 Josh Baulch - ICANN Org: Replying to "For those of us who ..." 

 

Hi Julf, unfortunately it will be on a case by case basis depending on the contract with the 
specific hotel and availability of rooms at the hotel - but we will make every 
effort to make the rate available to you. 

00:40:16 Julf Helsingius (NCSG): add 👍 

00:40:24 Julf Helsingius (NCSG): Thanks Josh! 

00:41:28 Mary Wong - ICANN Org: Replying to "There was a rumor ab..." 

Hi Ken, the production team understands that there were no other “day zero”-type sessions 
other than the High-Level Governmental Meeting. We will confirm. 

00:41:52 Jonathan Zuck: Unfortunate 

00:42:03 Mary Wong - ICANN Org: Understood, Nico - and we will be following up 
with you and the other SOAC Chairs soon to discuss an appropriate agenda in the 
GAC leadership’s absence. 

00:42:30 Julf Helsingius (NCSG): Ruanda is supposed to be one of the most liberal 
African countries 

00:42:46 Philippe Fouquart ISPCP: On and the idea of Monday vs Tuesday, either will 
work in principle, it's obviously more a question of session conflicts than day. 

00:42:57 Mary Wong - ICANN Org: Reacted to "On and the idea of M..." with 👌 

00:43:20 Thiago Dal-Toe (GAC-Colombia): Does anyone have the video from Rwanda 
that Charles presented at the end of ICANN79? 

00:43:38 Philippe Fouquart ISPCP: Thanks David 

00:44:04 Nico Caballero: Reacted to "Understood, Nico - a…" with 👍 

00:44:08 Nico Caballero: Reacted to "Ruanda is supposed t…" with 💪 

00:45:11 Mary Wong - ICANN Org: EMS = Event Management System that org staff 
has to use to submit session requests in a uniform format. 

00:45:26 WANG Lang-GAC China: Reacted to "EMS = Event Manageme..." with 👍 



00:45:27 David Olive - ICANN Org: Thiago. We will check on that video 

00:46:36 Tara Whalen: Thanks for this presentation, all. Will catch up with the recording. 
See you later! 

00:47:27 Josh Baulch - ICANN Org: Replying to "Does anyone have the..." 

I will follow up with the production team and find out for you. 

00:47:53 Jothan Frakes: thank you for update 

00:48:43 Ashley Heineman- RrSG Chair/GoDaddy: Also... let us know Nico if there is 
any desire by the GAC delegations to schedule one on ones with companies. 

00:49:00 Nico Caballero: Reacted to "Also... let us know …" with 👍 

00:49:21 Mary Wong - ICANN Org: Nico, Sam, Ashley - we will follow up with GAC 
leadership and the staff supporting the HLGM. Thank you! 

00:49:35 Samantha Demetriou (RySG): Replying to "Nico, Sam, Ashley - ..." 

 

Wonderful, thanks! 

00:49:36 WANG Lang-GAC China: Reacted to "Also... let us know ..." with 👍 

00:49:38 Nico Caballero: Replying to "Also... let us know …" 

Will do, ASAP, and thank you for the question 👍👍👍 

00:49:50 WANG Lang-GAC China: Reacted to "Nico, Sam, Ashley - ..." with 👏 

00:49:56 Nico Caballero: Reacted to "Nico, Sam, Ashley - …" with 😊 

00:50:25 Ashley Heineman- RrSG Chair/GoDaddy: Replying to "Also... let us know ..." 

Happy to facilitate if there is an interest.  I'm sure Sam would be as well on the Registry side. 

00:50:29 Biyi Oladipo (ccNSO): If my memory serves me right all HLGM sessions have 
always been open to observers 

00:50:44 Nico Caballero: Replying to "If my memory serves …" 

Correct 

00:51:01 Samantha Demetriou (RySG): Reacted to "If my memory serves ..." with 👍 



00:51:18 Thiago Dal-Toe (GAC-Colombia): Replying to "Does anyone have the..." 

Thanks David, it will be great to share with our gov’t officials 

00:51:23 Ken Renard: Thanks, all ! 

00:51:24 hadia Elminiawi: Thank you all 

00:51:26 Yaovi Atohoun - ICANN Org: Thanks and bye 

00:51:28 Philippe Fouquart ISPCP: Thanks David! Bye everyone. 

00:51:28 Hervé CLEMENT (ASO AC): Thanks all 

00:51:29 hadia Elminiawi: Bye for now 


